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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the electronics industry, random access read/write memoty devices are 

referred to as a RAMs. The storage locations in RAM can be accessed in a random 

order. Unlike ROM, the data stored in RAM are not permanent in nature; that is, 

they can be altered. We are able to both write new data into a location in RAM for 

storage and read data back out for use in processing. Because of its versatile read 

and write features, RAM finds wide use in applications where data change 

frequently [ 4]. 

The dynamic RAM is the cheapest and consequently the most popular, 

RAM for large microcomputer systems [ 5]. 

The basic memoty cell, which consists of a single transistor and a capacitor, 

is small and a very dense array can be made. The cell area can be minimized by 

overlapping poly 1 and poly2 by one lambda. Because the major cost of a 

semiconductor memory is usually in the cost of the wafer, the more chips on a 

wafer, the lower the cost of a single chip. Therefore Dynamic RAMS have a lower 

cost per bit than memories with less compact arrays. Because the Dynamic RAMs 

conswne only a.c. current, the power dissipation is quite low. Dynamic RAMs are 

also fast for a system to access giving them a high performance rating [5]. 
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A dynamic RAM is a MOS memory which stores a bit of information as a 

charge on a capacitor. Since this charge decays away in a finite length of time 

(milliseconds) a periodic refresh is needed to restore the charge so that the 

Dynamic RAM retains its memoty [5]. 

SINGLE TRANSISTOR DYNAMIC RAM CELL: 

The basic memory cell, which consists of a single transistor and a capacitor, 

is small and a very dense array can be made. This cell is shown in fig. 1.1(a) and 

its cross-sectional view is shown in fig. 1.1 (b). 

BIT 

Fig l.l(a): Single Transistor dynamic RAM cell 

The information is stored in capacitance Cs, which is built using poly2. 

Building this cell poly 1 is overlapped by poly2 to make the cell compact. The gate 

acts to insulate the stored charge except during read/write operations. To write, the 

BIT line is charged to the desired level, and the word line is driven high, which 

charges up Cs via the transistor. To read, the word line is again selected, the bit 

line is tristated, and the charge in Cs is put in the bit line and is detected by a 

specially designed sense amplifier. The reading is destructive; after reading, the 

information must be immediately restored. This is done by using a refresh cycle. 

The same bit line is used for both read and write operations, but the direction of 
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ml 

p- substrate 

Vdd 

1 polylS\1 I :r . ! ~pal¥? l_j 

Fig. 1.1 (b) : Cross sectional view of memory ce 11 
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current is reversed [ 5]. 

The storage node has to have a capacitance big enough to maintain an 

adequate difference between a sensed '1' and a sensed '0' on the bit line. Here with 

a fixed supply voltage the sense signal Vout is proportional to Cs/(Cs+Cbit) [ 1]. 

ROW DECODER: 

A very simple row decoder is shown in Fig. 1.2. This uses a precharged 

domino AND gate [3]. 

Vdd 

word line 
A3-i 

T 
C2 

A2-1 Ct GND 

AH 
AcH 

GND 
Fig.1.2 Domino AND row decoder 

When CL=O the capacitors C 1 and C2 are precharged to 1 and 0 

respectively. When CL=1 and AO=A1=A2=A3=1 then word line= I. 

The precharge technique has the advantage that it avoids the use of the pull 
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up network, at the expense of one p-transistor and one additional n-transistor. This 

leads to almost a 50% savings in silicon area for larger circuits and reduction of 

the output capacitance, resulting in higher speed. Further more, the pull down 

circuit does not have to sink the pull-up current (as in the case of the pseudo nmos 

circuit), which also results in higher speed [3]. 

COLUMN DECODER : 

A column decoder is shown in fig. 1.3. In this design, a NOR gate switches 

a single transmission gate [7]. 

b3 __ , 
b2--~ 

88-J 

BIT 

DATA 

Fig. 1.3 :NOR Column decoder 
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READ I WRITE AND REFRESH CIRCUIT: 

Read /Write and Refresh circuit of a dynamic RAM is shown in fig. 1.4. To 

write information into the cell the RIW line is set to logic 0 and data is applied at 

the DATA IN line. The desired row and column lines are selected to select a 

particular cell. The BIT line is precharged to approximately V dd/2 by setting the 

READ control signal to high. To read stored information the RIW line is set to 

logic 1. Stored charge in the cell is detected by the sense amplifier. Details of this 

circuit are discussed in later chapter. 

R_t_AD 

RAN--------~~------~ 

I 
Column 
Address 

Fig. 1.4 : Read I Write & Refresh Circuitry 
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READ I WRITE DIAGRAM CONVENTION OF DYNAMIC RAM: 

Fig.1.5, 1.6, 1. 7, 1.8 shows a sample Read I Write operation diagram of 

Dynamic RAM. During Read or Write operation the desired word (row) and 

column line are set at high. After Write '0' or Write '1' operation the bit line is 

precharged to approximately Vdd/2. 
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Word line 

5v 

time 

Bit line 

Cell voltage 

5v 

time 

Fig. 1.5: Plot of Write '0' operation of DRAM 
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Word line 

5v 

time 

Bit line 

5v~----------------

time 

Cell voltage 

5 

time 

Fig. 1.6: Plot of Write '1' operation ofDRAM 
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Word line 

5V 

time 

Bit line 

2.1 

time 

Cell voltage 

Fig.1.7: Plot of read '0' operation of DRAM 
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Word line 

5v 

time 

Bit line 

5v 

2. 1 v t-----' 

time 

Cell voltage 

5v 

time 

Fig. 1.8: Plot of Read '1' operation of DRAM 
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CHAPTER II 

256Xl SINGLE TRANSISTOR DYNAMIC RAM 

RAM ARCHITECTURE 

The block diagram of the Dynamic RAM is shown in fig.2.1 The 

architecture shown has basic parts: row address buffer, row decoder, memory 

array, sense amplifier, read I write and refresh circuitry, column mux, column 

decoder, column address buffer, input and output buffer. 

The floor plan of 256x 1 Single Transistor Dynamic RAM is shown in 

fig.2.2 and its layout is shown in fig.2.3 & 2.4 . For row decoding a precharged 

domino AND gate is used (layout is shown in fig.2.5). The output of the AND gate 

selects one of the 16 word line when the row address strobe is low. NOR gates are 

used for column decoding (layout is shown in fig.2.6 ). The output of these gates 

switch a single transmission gate. 

The memory array is a special group of circuits that store data within RAM. 

This array consists of one storage element (cell) for each bit of data the memory 

must store. These cells are organized in orderly matrix pattern. The floor plan of 

memory array is shown in fig.2. 7 and its layout is shown in fig. 2.8. This array 

consists of 256 cells arranged 16 rows and 16 columns. 
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Read/Write/Refresh circuitry is used (as shown in fig.1.4) to read, write and 

refresh the cell. The column address strobe is used to control the column address, 

F control line is used to control refreshing cycle, RIW to control read/write 

operations, read to precharge the bit line. Other basic cells are also shown ( From 

Fig. 2.9 to 2.14). 

ROW 

ADDRESS 

16x16 ROW MEMORY 
DECODER CELL 

I ARRAY 

--
RAS SENSE --

read AMPLIFIER 

I 
COLUMN DATA ~ 

MUX !-- IN I OUT 
BUFFER f-

I 
REFRESH 

F CIRCUITRY 

I 

- READ WRITE 
RIW 

CIRCUITRY 

COLUMN 

DECODER 

COLUMN 
CAs- ADDRESS 

Fig. 2.1 : BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 256x1 DYNAMIC RAM 
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Fig. 2.2: Floor plan of 256xl Single Transistor Dynamic RAM 
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Fig. 2.3: Circuit layout of 256xl Single Transistor Dynamic RAM 
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ratn 

ram 0 -

Fig. 2.4: 256xl Single Transistor Dynamic RAM with pad 
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Fig. 2.5: Circuit layout of row decoder 
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Fig. 2.6: Circuit layout of column decoder 
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Fig. 2.7: Floor plan of 16xl6 memory cell array 
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Fig. 2.8: Circuit layout of 16xl6 memory cell array 
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Fig. 2.9: Circuit layout of 4 basic memory cells. Design rule 

error occurs due to overlaping of polyl and poly2. 
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Fig. 2.10: Circuit layout of read/write and refresh circuitry 
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Fig. 2.11: Circuit layout of refresh control 
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Fig. 2.12: Circuit layout of precharge control and sense amplifier 
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Fig. 2.13: Circuit layout of tri state switch 
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Fig. 2.14: Circuit layout of buffer 
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INPUT I OUTPUT OPERATIONS: 

First, the RAS control line is set to high to precharge the row decoder . 

Then RAS and CAS control lines are turned low and desired row and column 

addresses are applied to select a pru1icular cell. The read line is also set to low. 

To write an information, the information is applied at DATA IN line and the 

RJW control line is set to low with selecting desired word and bit line. All of the 

input signals are held stable for a short time. This permits the address control 

signals, and data input to propagate through the circuits with RAM. After the 

interval, the word is selected at the address location. Thus information will be 

stored into the selected cell. After Write operation the bit line is precharged by 

applying high to read control line To read the stored information the RJW 

control line is set to high with selecting particular row and column line. This time 

no data is applied to DATA IN line. The stored charged is put in the bit line and is 

detected by the sense amplifier. Back to back inverters are used to make sense 

amplifier. The sense amplifier senses a small differences of voltage in the bit line. 

The voltage difference 11 V is given by the equation, 11 V= (Vbit- Vs)Cs/(Cs+Cbit). 

Where, Vbit is the bit line precharge voltage, V s is the voltage across cell 

capacitor, Cs and Chit are the capacitances of cell and bit line respectively. 

The big problem with dynamic memories is that the charge does leak off, to 

the extent that enough charge will leak off in 10 milliseconds or so to convert a 

stored logic 0 into a logic 1. If nothing is done about it, the entire memory will 
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revert to the discharged state, where all bits will be read as 1 's. The reading is also 

destructive; after reading the information must be immediately stored. So, after 

writing a 0 into a cell or reading from a cell, the cell must be refreshed by applying 

high to the refresh control line (F). During the refresh cycle the memory can not 

be read or written into [6]. 
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CHAPTER III 

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The RAM circuit contains storage capacitor. So it can not be simulated by 

using irsim simulator. Again, there are lot of transistors in the circuit, so the whole 

circuit can not be simulated by using spice. Therefore, a part of the circuit is 

chosen to be simulated (as shown in fig. 3.1) by using spice. 

Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the precharging of bit line by applying logic 

high to the READ and F control line. It is shown that bit line is precharged to 

2.1 volts. The bit line is precharged after writing '0' or '1. It takes almost 7 ns to 

precharge the bit line. 

Fig. 3.3(a) shows the write '0' operation. Write '0' operation is performed 
- ---

by setting the RIW control line at low, the READ at low, the F at low and 

applying low signal input to DATA IN line and selecting desired row and column 

line. It takes about 2.5 ns to write '0' into the cell. 

Fig. 3.3(b) shows the write '1' operation. This is done by setting the RIW 

control line at low, the READ at low, the Fat low and applying high signal input 

to DATA IN line and selecting desired row and column line It takes about 3 ns to 

write '1' into the cell. 
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Fig. 3.4(a) shows the read '0' operation. Read '0' operation is performed 
- ---

by setting the RIW line high, the READ low, the F at low and selecting row and 

column line. This makes a change in voltage in the bit line and the stored charge in 

the cell is sensed at the DATA OUT line by the sense amplifier. It takes about 6 

ns to read '0'. 

Fig. 3.4(b) shows the read '1' operation. Read '1' operation is performed 
- ---

by setting the RIW line high, the READ low, the F at low and selecting row and 

column line. The stored charge is sensed at DATA OUT line by the sense 

amplifier. It takes about 6 ns to read '1 '. 

When there is no read/write operation the F control is set to logic high. So, 

if there is any voltage change in the bit line it will refresh the memory cell. The 

refreshing occurs every few milliseconds. 
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DATA IN 
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Bit line 
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read 
_L 

Colun1n Address 

DATA OUT 

Fig. 3.1: Read/Write and Refresh circuitry with single memory cell 
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Fig. 3.2(a): Plot of precharging the bit line after writing 'O' 
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Fig. 3.2(b): Plot of precharging the bit line after writing '1' 
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CHIP TEST AND RESULTS 

The top view of the chip is shown belo\v: 

read 
__£ 

CAS 
bO 

GND 
bi 
b2 
b3 

Vdd 

R/W 
Din 

GND 
Dout 

aO 
a I 
a2 
a3 

2I 
22 
23 
2~ 

~5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3~ 

35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

20 RAS 
I9 
I8 
I7 
I6 
I5 v dd 
I~ 

I3 
I2 
II 
lOG ND 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 v dd 
4 
3 
2 

n I 

Fig. 35: Top view of the chip (256xl single transistor dynamic RAM) 

aO, al, a2, a3 are row addresses and bO, b I, b2, b3 are colu1nn 

addresses.the RAS and the CAS are used to control the row and cohunn 

addresses respectively,the F control line to control refresh operation, the read 

control line to precharge the bit line, the R/W to control write and read 

operation,the Din line to applied data input and the Dout to read the stored 

data out. 
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The chip was tested using VLSI tester II. The chip pin nwnbers and the 

corresponding ZIF socket numbers are shown below: 

Chip pin# ZIF socket# Chip pin# ZIF socket# 
1 1 21 29 
2 2 22 30 
3 3 23 31 
4 4 24 32 
5 5 25 33 
6 6 26 34 
7 7 27 35 
8 8 28 36 
9 9 29 37 
10 10 30 38 
11 11 31 39 
12 12 32 40 
13 13 33 41 
14 14 34 42 
15 15 35 43 
16 16 36 44 
17 17 37 45 
18 18 38 46 
19 19 39 47 
20 20 40 48 

The following are the chip test data file, output response file and output 

error file. Data file for one single cell test is shown. Tests were done for all 

the cells. No errors were found. 
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DATA FILE FOR READ/WRITE OPERATION TEST 
---------------------------------------
45 1 
46 2 
47 3 
48 4 
32 5 
34 6 
35 7 
36 8 
20 9 
29 10 
30 11 
31 12 
41 13 
42 14 
44 15 

d 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0011 0011 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
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OUTPUT RESPONSE FILE FOR READ/WRITE OPERATION 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

d 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0011 0011 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
t 0011 0011 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

OUTPUT ERROR FILE FOR READ/WRITE OPERATION 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

d 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t 0000 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In order to maximize the number of bits that can be memorized in a cet1ain 

chip area, the basic cell must be as simple as possible. The basic cell of single 

transistor dynamic RAM is small and a vety dense atTay can be made. Therefore, 

single transistor dynamic RAMs have a lower cost per bit than metnories with less 

compact arrays. 

The design was compact. The ratio of bit line capacitance to memory cell 

capacitance was such that the size of the memoty atTay could be made about ten 

times bigger than the existing one. 

The chip was tested using VLSI digital tester II and no errors were found. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that in designing memory cell the poly 1 and poly2 

can be overlapped by one lambda to save area. 

But the chip test results might be wrong due to the fact that the data input 

and output lines were shorted. So, during read operation data input might influence 

the data output. This drawback of the design could be overcome by passing the 

data input through a tri-state switch. So, during read operation the data input 

would not affect the data output. 
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